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Classical statistical techniques are often inadequate when it comes to analysing some of the large and internally variable datasets common today. Symbolic Data Analysis (SDA) has evolved in response to this problem and is a vital tool for summarizing information in such a way that the resulting data is of a manageable size. Symbolic data, represented by
    intervals, lists, histograms, distributions, curves and the like, keeps the "internal variation" of summaries better than standard data. SDA therefore plays a key role in the interaction between statistics and data processing, and has established itself as an important tool for analysing official statistics.    

    

    Through an extension of the concepts employed in data mining, the Editors provide an advanced guide to the techniques required to analyse symbolic data. Contributions from leading experts in the field enable the reader to build models and make predictions about future events.    

    

    The book:    

    

	 Provides new graphical tools for the interpretation of large data sets.
    


	 Extends standard statistics, data analysis, data mining and knowledge discovery to symbolic data.
    


	Introduces the SODAS software, which is complementary to existing data analysis software (e.g. SAS, SPSS, SPAD) that are unable to work on symbolic data.
    


	Induces, exports, and compares knowledge from one database to another.
    


	Features a supporting website hosting the software, and user manual.
    Symbolic Data Analysis and the SODAS Software is primarily aimed at practitioners of symbolic data analysis, such as statisticians and economists, within both the public and private sectors. There is also much of interest to postgraduate students and researchers within web mining, text mining, and bioengineering.     

       About the Author
   Edwin Diday, Centre De Recherche en Mathématiques de la Décision, Université Paris 9, France
    Edwin is a Professor of Computer Science, with 50 published papers, and 14 authored or edited books to his name. He has led international research teams in Symbolic Data Analysis, and is the founder of the field.    

    M. Noirhomme-Fraiture, Institute of Computer Science, University of Namur, Belgium
    Monique Noirhomme-Fraiture is Professor and Head of the Unit of Applied Mathematics at the above faculty. She is involved in several HCI projects as well as having organized conferences and workshops within this field. She has contributed to 28 published papers and co-authored 2 books.       
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PDF Hacks : 100 Industrial-Strength Tips &ToolsO'Reilly, 2004
Many people think of Adobe's Portable Document Format  (PDF) as a proprietary format for delivering unchangeable content  that readers can print out or view on-screen conveniently. That may  be how most people work with it, but you can do many more things with  PDF, with or without Adobe's tools.

PDF has...
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Cisco Security Professional's Guide to Secure Intrusion Detection SystemsSyngress Publishing, 2003
This book presents a combination of intrusion detection systems (IDS) and security theory, Cisco security models, and detailed information regarding specific Cisco-based IDS solutions. Cisco Security Professional’s Guide to Secure Intrusion Detection Systems also serves as a guide for security administrators studying for the Cisco...
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Dreamweaver CS4 Digital ClassroomJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Dreamweaver CS4 Digital Classroom is like having a personal instructor guiding readers through each lesson, while they work at their own pace. This book includes 13 self-paced lessons that let readers discover essential skills and explore new features and capabilities of Adobe Dreamweaver CS4. Each lesson is presented in full color with...
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Nginx: From Beginner to ProApress, 2016

	Teaches you to start up Nginx and quickly take your expertise to a level where you can comfortably work with various aspects of the web server and make informed design decisions for your web farm. Nginx powers more than 40% of the top 1000 websites and is among the handful of web servers that can handle more than 10K simultaneous connections....
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Principles of Model CheckingMIT Press, 2008
Our growing dependence on increasingly complex computer and software systems necessitates the development of formalisms, techniques, and tools for assessing functional properties of these systems. One such technique that has emerged in the last twenty years is model checking, which systematically (and automatically) checks whether a model of a...
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Architecture of Brazil: 1900-1990Springer, 2012

	Architecture of Brazil: 1900-1990 examines the processes that underpin modern Brazilian architecture under various influences and characterizes different understandings of modernity, evident in the chapter topics of this book. Accordingly, the author does not give overall preference to particular architects nor works, with the...
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